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Abstract hypercycles [7.8] have ~n introduced. These graphs
Hypercycles are a class of multidimensional graphs are pr<xlucts <:I circulant graphs [9] and offer simple
which are products of circulant graphs obtained by rooting, variable coonectivity, enh!ffi('e.d fault-toleraoce

allowing each dimension to incorporate more than two and range in c<mplexity from simple rings to fully

elements and a cyclic interconnection. Hypercycles, connected graphs. They are gereralizatioos d several

offer simple routing, incremental expansion, variable pq>ular inten:onnection networks such as rings. tooIses,
diameter, enhanced fault-tolerance, and the ability, binary n-<;ubes. k-ary n-<;ubes[10] and generalized
given a fIXed degree, to choose among a nwnber of h~rcubes[II].

alternative size graphs. These graphs can be used in the The mixed radix representation [12] is used in defm-

design of interconnection networks for distributed ing a H~rcycle. An n- dimensimaI Hypercycle, is a
systems tailored specifically to the topology of a

particular application. In this work, we present a regular undirected graph given by if.. -{ ~, ~}

deadlock-preventing routing strategy for a subset of p
hypercycles and a 1.2 IJm CMOS VLSI Hypercycle where ?£ .is tre set of n<xles, ~ is the set of edges,

router component which implements the deadlock m =m m ...m a mixed radix
P = P P ... P .

..n .n-l' , I, n' n-1 , 'I'

preventIng routIng.
1 ~ Pj ~ L mj/2 J .the connectivity vockr. and

I. Introduction
~ = {0,1,2, M-1 }. Given a, ~ E ~ then (a. ~)

Message passing concmrent computers such as the ...
Caltech's Cosmic Cube [1], MAX [2.3] and Intel's E ~ if aOO ooly if trere eXISts 1 ~j~n such that

iPSC[4] are e~amples of h~~bes that consist of ~.=(a.:t ~)modm.with l~~~p.anda.=~.;j~j.
several proce.ssmg nodes that mteract via messages J J J } J J I I

exchanged over canmunicatioo channels linking these S<Xne examples of Hypercycles are shown in Fig. 1.
nodes into ooe fuoctiona1 entity. The binary n-<;ube <X" Many properties aOO algOOthms used f<r example in

h~rcube [5.6] that has been proven to be efficient with rooting and process<r allocatioo can be extended to the

signifICant ~ups in many ~ time app1icati~ such entire class of h~cles maJcing it possible to choose
as canputabonal ~rodynam1cs. quantum phySICS and I tha bes .the .of
image processing. However, embedOOd real time a ~ ogy t t ~~ system reqUIrements a

applications[2.3J tend to exhibit varied structures that do specific class of applicabons.

not necessarily map ~timally onto the h~rcures.

Observe that the binary n<uOO expands as a power d 2 2. Deadlock-Free routing

and the number of communkation link:s at each node is

given by lag 2n .This constiwtes a signifICant increase in ~dlocks occur when resoon:es (in this case node
resoorce allocatioo especially in sp~. mass and power to node communX:atioo segments) are allocated so that
limited environments such as in sp~rafts. the completioo of a partial path requires a segment

1 1 H I already allocated to a different partial path whkh in turn
.ypercyc es ..

WaIts f<r a segment m the fIrSt partial path. It is obvioos
Recently. a new class of multidimensiooa1 graphs called that no messages can p"opagate <Ner the deadlocked
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paths. and the only remedy is to break the already Observe that if L; = 0. then I; =D; i.e. the path is

established and OO~ocked partial pa~ aOO try again. complete. while if P; = 0. then I; =S ;, and'the path bas not

Thus routing algonthms should be designed such that I
comme~ yet

deadlocks must re prevented. avoided or de~ted and

broken. A number of different routing policies have Definition 2. With reference to a graph (j on which cir-

been introduced for a variety of interconnection cuit switching routing is used. we defIne the correspond-

networks. Thus in hypercures e-cube routing [13] ing depen~nce graph p = {~IFJ. where 9lis the set of

prevents OOadlocks by orOOring the resoorces (i.e. artiall leted ths d (p . p . ) E tr if! 3 I E L.

...p ycomp pa .an ,. J LI I

cbanrels or vlrtual channels) compnslng a path thus
. th ircular .1- d " " £ such that/E P J..

guaranteeIng at no c \a;pen enc~ eXIst J.a any

paths formed. Similar approacOOs have been devised Definition 3. We say that a set of sourre-00stination

for toruses and k-ary n-cures [13-15] where virtual pairs (S.. D.);i=I.2 ~ is ~adlocked if
cbanrels are introduced in oroer to break any circular ...'I L 3'. -I. '

th I p .. 1 2yE. l/SUI..JI8tE..I j1.
dependencies. A different approach of deadlock I J

avoidance has been introduced with tOO Hyperswitch [5] Le I If t of des .:~n.; .

mma .a se soun:e- UUAUon paJrs

and the various backtracking strategies for (S D) ..= I.2 II . dead! ked the the A;nn
, ..1 ,..15 OC .n ccrrespoo~hypercycles [13]. There. deadlocks are avoided by I .

£ .. an £--.I th b ktr --I. d dependence graph r.00taJns at least 000 cycle.
J.orclng a partl y lU11llaJ pa to ac is,;A. an try .

. The . ha 11 Proof. If there are no cycles lD the dependence graph.
ag8lD. se strategIes appear to ve exce ent " ..
thr gh bec the d tilize" -:I- bl then It ~s at least one terminal node P. If P IS a

ou put ause y ten to u more ava11l1 eths I A;nn
the des " . b the --" from terminal node. there dres not eXISt a SlXi:~4iX1g partial

pa ea~ to tmatlon. ut y ~wJ.er
thrashing at high offered loads. These routing schemes path connected to P. i.e. V'I E L 03j such thatl E P. But

do not make use of virtual cbanrels and thus they are this contradicts definition 3.

well suited for circuit switching environments. Q.E.D.

In order to ~ve ~adlock preventing routing. we

2.1 Deadlock.Prevention in Hypercycles introduce asymmetry in the way e~h node routes mes-

Deadlocks may occur easily in cases where tOO seg- sages. Consider tOO example of a 4-node hypercycle ~

ments that form the paths are chosen at ralxlom. Certain as depicted in Fig. I a. Node 2 can be re~hed from

routing algorithms like e-cube prevent deadlocks by n~ O travelling either clockwise or counter clockwise.

ordering tre resources (channels) to re allocated. Thus a Sin1ilarly. n~ 3 can re reached from node 1 traversing

lower order resource cannot re committed if a Ireded the hypercycle in two directions. If the directionality is

higher <rder resource cann<X re obtained. It bas been chosen at random. <r identically for all n<xles. deadlock

proven that the e-cure rooting [13.14] prevents dead- can occur. If 00 the other hand. the directionality alter-

locks in the case of the hypercube. We now introdure a nates. as we shall prove. deadlocks are prevented.

deadlock-preventing routing strategy called the priori- In a similar fashion. ore can im~ asymmetry in

tized dimension routing for a certain class of Hypercy- the routing for larger graphs such as tOO ~ as depicted

cles of diameter 1 and 2 and prove that it in~ is ..8
d dl k .lDFIg.lb.whereifn~sO.I.4.and5.routeonaclock-

ea oc -prevenbng. wise orientation and n<xles 2.3.6 and 7 00 a counter-

Definition I. Given a graph (j on which a circuit switch- clockwise orientation. deadlocks do not occur. We shall

ing routing is used. we denote by Pj tre partially com- name this type of asymmetric routing the odd/even pref-

pleted path retween a source S j and a OOstination D i. by erence routing.

lj the last node of tOO partial path P j. and by Lj the set of Definition 4. The p-quotient of 8 one dimensional

all legal outgoing links fraIl node /. whjch can re used h le II . defii.ned l q J here' ypercyc '.1m15 as -w O~q~m-l"
in order to complete the partial path to the destinaticn D j. p
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2.2 Odd-even preference routing h~n;ycle as { 0, I , p- I, p, p + I ,..., 2p -I, 2p,

In dim .ona1 h I ,.4> 1.-- 2p +1, ..., 4p -I }. Partitioo oow these ~s into p
~ ensl ~n;yc es ':1m WI-..C a

des .. be reached thr gh a1 groops of foor I}(xjes ea:h as follows.
bnatloo can 00 two ternate routes

i.e.,(a-~)modm- (~-a)modm-Ia,~lwrereais ga- {kp+a;k-O,I,2,3}a-O,I,2,...,p-l

tre source and ~ is the destinatioo, we defme the odd/ Observe
ev~~ ple;fereoce routing so as ~ the greedy m<x!e,r0';1tes {kp+ a+ p} mod4p -{ (k+ 1) P+ a} mod4p e: 9
oogmating at SOW'Ce nodes WIth an even p- quotIent a

proceed in the clockwise (coonten;lockwise) directioo. Thus, every n<XJe in each groop ga can be reM;hed fr<m
while routes originating at nodes with an odd p- any other n<XJe in the same groop, with a path that coo-
qu<Xient,.proceed ~ the ~posite direction. If a. denotes sists entirely of n000s in 9 .
tre next m temlediate node, then a

a* - { ( a + p) mod m ~ L a/ p j .is even Therefore, foc rooting ~, ifm can be partitioned

(a-p)modm if La/pj 1Sodd . h of hich .
losed d them p groups, ~ w IS C un er

As an illustration. we ~t tre dependence graph hypen;ycle routing and each can be mapped onto ~
shown in Fig. 2 for tre odd/even routing in (j~ .To make .4

tre representation of the dependence graph legible, we ( kp + a H k ), foc whicl1, it has been proven in Theo-

have omittOO tre nodes COI1'esponding to paths 012, 103 rem.l that the odd/even rooting is deadlock preventing.
230 and 321. Trese nodes are terminal nodes and as soch Q.E.D.
do not cootribute to any JX>SSible loops. As it can be
verified, this dependeoce graph -~ devoid of l~s and Theorem 3. Fully connected graphs are deadlock free.

thus the odd/even routing in <J4 is OOad1ock free. 1! Proof. Since the graph is fully connocted (diameter 1),
arbitrary routing was permitted, then edges soch as the all partial paths between any soun;e-destinatioo pair
one depicted by tre dashed line in the diagram would be have lengths of at most one Therefore the correspond-
permitted, giving rise to loops and therefore possible. .1- .I~--- h .

de .. of ' ..

deadlocks during routing. It can be shown easily that the mg ~pen~ grap IS V01.d cycles SlIK:e if ( p i. p )

odd/even preference rooting is deadlock preventing in is an edge in the dependence graph, p i =0. and thus. ac-

(j~ and the detailed proof is given in [16]. cording to <kfmition 2. there cannot be another edge of

the form (P X' p i).
Theorem I. One-dinlensiona1 h~rcycles ifm of diam- Q.ED.

eter two and L m/2j < 2p have greedy routing [16] is

deadlock preventing. Theorem 4. ~ dimensional Hypercyc~s ifm with

Proof Since L m/2j < 2p it means that any two-link m -4p -k. wberek. -1, 2, ..., 2p -2 are deadlock-free

path from a sourre to a destinatioo. ronsists of a maxi- un<kr greedy routing.

mum link of length p followed by a link of length less Proof. Since L m/2j -L ( 4p -k) /2 j < 2p for

than p. Thus. in the dependence graph, all the partially ..-
I 2 2 - 2 the .1:--- of ,.4> .

2 d.., , ..., p , WIWa:ter ':1" IS ancompleted paths p i such that p ~ ~ , and L. ~ ~ coosist m
I I Theaem 1

applies.
of maximum links while all the requested links in the

sets Li are not maximum links. Thus Th S 1""\-- dim . onal H ,.4> .

eorem , VIE ensl ypercycles ':1m WIth

'v' I. e: L .-t3asuch that I. e: p .Therefore, a cycle cannotJ J J a m-4p-kwberek-2p-lor2paredeadlock-freeun-

exist in soch a OOpendency graph, and the rooting is der greedy routing.

deadlock preventing. Proof. When k. -2p-loc2p, the diameter is 1 and

Q.E.D. The<Xem 3 applies.

Theorem 2. Ore dimensional Hypercyc~s ifm with Q.E.D.

m = 4p have a deadlock preventing odd/even prefer- Theorem 6. Generalized e-cure rooting is deadlock pre-

eJ1Ce rooting. venting 00 a graph that is the p'oduct of graphs eM;h of

Proof Since m = 4p, one can number tre nodes d. this whjch possesses deadlock preventing rooting.
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Proof. Assume that there is a cycle in the carespooding 2. Four mod~ d Next Pm Gererators (NPG).

dependence graph. TbeJl. there will be a ~~ of 3. Port Selecta and Validata.
partial paths p ;;i = 0.1.2 k, such that P; .L; -VJ and

Vi 31. EL such that 1. E p The ~rs and Next Port Generatas establish
, , , (1+I)modt ..

Ob that L--- of the alized be whether tre deadlock preventIng routIng can be used on

~e now ~use gener e-cu

tm.
t all te link to artl . al ath unl the H ypezcycle configurOO. The next pat generator

rou g. ore canno oca a a p p ess

all the required links at a lower or ual dimension have inlpJements tre greedy and ~-even preference routing.
eq , The Port Sekx;t(XO and Validata selects the highest

~n allocated. Thus. 1;-<I
( ;+I ) modt;l- O,I,...,k dim . if .."-- ~.'-~-.:--

N p A '

lablenslon It IS 1J~. ~w~ a O orIs val e

This inlplies that all tre requested links must lie at ~ is generated which will c~ tOO r~ting ~ Stop and

same dimension. Thus. me can form a cyc~ in the wait until the required port is freed.

dependence graph. ...,.;.,;.g of portions d dJe partial The router is programmable in that the Hypercycle
paths relevant to this ~sion. But this is not JX)Ssible. Network 00 which the rooting is performed is described
since we assumed that ed of the component graphs in through its mixed radix m and connectivity p vectm.

the product graph possesses a deadlock preventing These vectors togetheJ- with the node address. available

routing. ports and destination address are stored in registers.

Q.E.D

2.3 Algorithm 4. Implementation

The gereralized ecube pri<ritized dimension routing The proposed deadlock-free rooter chip has ~n
proc:eeds as follows: Rooting from a source to designed and fa1ricated in 1.2 J.1m NrE CMOS
destination node is M:.Canp1isOOd in ader of decreasing technology .1k micrograph of tre chip is illustrated in
dimension. Given an n-dimensiona1 hype.lt:ycle. the Fig.4. Tre designed router can re configured fa a 16
following priority levels are assigned by defInition. Port. 15 node per dimension. 4-din1ensicnal Hypercycle
Dimension n has the highest priority while dimensioo I network with a maximum of 50,625 nodes. Tre chip has
has the least priority. When a OOstination ad<h'ess is 51 pins housed in a 68-pin PGA.Eacl1 ~sion cycle of
presented. the algorithm c~ whether the destinatioo the Hypezcycle router is composed of two phases.
has ~n reached in dinJensioo i. (i=n ...1) by namely
comparing the SOUIt::e(current) and deStinatioo address 1 Load has
bits. If it has not. tOOn tre next shortest path address in .p e

dimension i based on tre greedy strategy is generated 2. Execute phase
based on the odd-even preference scheme using the
greedy strategy. Tre computed pat address is then In the Load phase. the router is initialized with data
validated based 00 ~ available ports and this needed f<X' its ~atioo during system configuratioo. In
constitutes the next P<X1 address to forward the message; this phase. tre cootroller loads tre router with
otherwise a boeak signal is generated. On the other hand. informatioo such as the connectivity .current address.
if the destination has iI¥jeed been reocOOd in the ,Jh destination address. populatioo. dfset and available
dimension. routing proceeds in a similar fashioo in the ports. Note that ~ above data is needed only ooce
remaining j dimensioos (of lower priority) for during coofiguratioo.
j -i- 1. ..1 till the ~ and destination address bits
are equalized. In the Execute phase. the data loaded into the router is

processed and ~ resulting ~xt port address (if an
3. Architecture available roe is foond) togetlr;r with the tr-stination

reached cr wait signal is ge~rated. The router q>erates
Fi 3 . bl k ~: of ~:-- .onaJ H on a synchronoos m~ with the clock. provi ding a Ig. gIves a oc wagram an n-..u1UCnsl ~-

le te The .L : ona1 bl -I-- of -'-- te result every 4 clock cycles after the data has ~n loaded
cyc rou r. m8jorl.WLu ~ ~rou r .

.
of the I.' II ..mto the memcxy bank. It takes one clock cycle to load

compnses I.O 0Wtng. -~-'- .'n.-

chip .A..r: "~ regISter. I.'-= IS ~ to q>erate at a
1. Four modules of Ecure decOOer .o~ fa eoch of the maximum frequency d 125 Mhz with 6 clock cycles per

4 dimensions. routing decisioo. It inccrporates approximately 2(XXX)
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